
Final Concert Information 

 

1. Please drop your child off by no later than 18h00 at Kaleideo, 32 Fiskaal Street, Glen Marais. 

We will start punctually at 18h30 and expect the concert to be about 1 to 1 ½ hours long.  

2. Please first take your child to the bathroom before you take them to their teacher at the 

collection venues. 

3. The Grade 7 pupils will be acting as ushers to help you find your child’s venue. Please feel 

free to ask them for any assistance.  

4. Remember your tickets  - you will need them to get in. 

5. We have arranged for two car guards on the night of the concert. 

6. Your child should have received their concert t-shirt (or will receive it today). Please give it a 

quick iron. Unless your child’s teacher has told you otherwise, the t-shirt should be worn 

with blue denims (non ripped) and P.T. tekkies. To avoid wrinkles, please don’t tuck the t-

shirt in. The teacher will decide on the “tucked in” or “left out” look for her class before 

going on stage.  

7. We are permitting our pupils to bring technology gadgets along to keep them occupied back- 

stage. Please understand that although we will do our utmost to keep them safe, sending 

tech gadgets will be at your own risk. If your child is going to bring a tablet, cell phone etc. 

please remind them not to post any pictures on social media and that they may only play all-

ages games or movies. If their games require sound, please send earphones, otherwise the 

device must be on silent please.  

8. Weather permitting, the Grade 6 classes are going to remain outside for the evening. Please 

add an extra jacket and we recommend mozzie spray. Blankets are also welcome.  

9. You are welcome to take pictures and videos of the concert, but be mindful of people 

behind you and don’t lift up your tablet to block their view. If your child’s item is on, rather 

sneak down the aisles to the sides of the hall to video rather than blocking another parent’s 

view. 

10. To help you prep for your child’s item, the order of the concert items is as follows: 

6W, 1T, RRRE, 2V, RRE, 3S, 1M, 4D, RRK, 7J and 7S, RL, 3E, 5B, RC, 2S, 4L, 5V, 6M, finale 

11. We know that our parents are wonderful and we have never had the issue that other 

schools experience, where parents leave the venue during the concert after their child’s 

item. Thank you for your manners and consideration! It’s what makes Solid Foundations 

families great ! 

12. After the finale we will divide the pupils for collection as follows: 

Grade 4 – 7 will wait backstage on the grassy area for their parents 

Grade 1 – 3 will wait in the courtyard outside the “Pause Lounge” for their parents  

Grade RRR-R will wait on stage for their parents to collect them  

13. In the unlikely event that it rains, please send your child with an umbrella. The concert will 

carry on as per normal (with a few extra bumps no doubt ).  

14. We still have a few tickets available. Please remember that we won’t be selling at the door. 

Until we sell out, we are no longer limiting the number of tickets per family and you are 

welcome to still purchase from the office tomorrow (EFTs are welcome).  

 

We are really looking forward to this fun and memorable event! See you tomorrow. 


